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Field Work. 1929 

By C. \"l PHILUPS, M.A. 

The ridge which runs westwards from Bristol, and ell< Is on the 
Bristol Channel at Cl evn]on , carries m,my interesting traces of ancient 
human occupation. The most fau1 " us is Cadbury Camp, on the hill 
above Tickenham, and to it runs ~ll ancient track, still in use as a 
road in several places, which comes fr om the old ford across the 
A von a t St. Vincent's Rocks. Oil the lin" of this twck there are a 
number of other antiquiti f's, some of which wcre recognised as" Ancient 
l<'emains," on the fir st edition of the Ordnance Survey maps, rather 
more than a century ago, but are now no longer marked , They a re 
thickly scattered all oyer the ridge, and aerial phot0graph y c;mied 
out under favourable conditions would undoubtedly reveal, in addition , 
a number of Celtic fi eld systems. The densest known remains are on 
the line of the track to the west and soutb 0-[ Moat HOllse Farm in 
the parisb of Wraxall. 

Taking the Somerset 6 illch 0 S. sheet V, N .W. , asmall cottage ca lled 
'Wbite House will be SL'en marked at tlw top of the ut'5cent of the upper 
Bristol road to Tickenham, and this i<: ;it tIl<' right hand lower cornt'r 
of a triangle of roads. The most evident traces of ancient occupation 
are in the gr;t.=;s field which bonh'r~ the road forming the I1 nrth eas tern 
side of this triangle . Here on a ridg(' wllich falls away rapidly to the 
north east and south west , commanding a wide prospect of the Bristol 
Channel, the \lcndips , and the marslles rllllnd Nailsea and Congresbury . 
are traces of small rectangillar enclosures bounded by low stone banks 
and the sites of some small buildings. 

Fragments of typical l<omano-13riti sh putt ery a rE' often found 
in the molehills thrown up ,n this flCld , and the land mLly quiteI 

possibly be thc area cultivated hy a l<.omano-Briti sh farmstead. 

The most inten·oting fea ture of this complex is a circular earth
work , at the highest point in the area, neatl y bi ::cct('d by the modern 
road , and standing a few yards to the souill eas t C>f the spot level 
474 £(;l·t on the Ordnance map. Trac(;s of this w"rk arc ' \'cry clear , 
both in the grass field a lreadv fIlt'minned, and in t lJe: arab]'- Jidd on the 
other side of th e road. It is regrettaLle that the road has wide margins, 
and completely remu\'f;:; all the centra l area of the work from any 
possibili ty of excavation. 
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Interest was first aroused in this work chiefly because only one 
l{oman signal station, Old Barrow, near Lynton, has been identified 
on the shores of the Bristol Channel. It has been suggested that 
this earth work might be another example, and it occupies a com
manding position within a short distance of the Channel. 

A trial excLvation was therefore undertaken to test this theory 
and no attcmpt was made at this stage to carry out any extensive 
work. 

The most convenient plan was to run a trench across the work 
in the grass field, roughly following a radius of the circle. 

The diameter of the work is practically 200 feet, and its defences 
are now very much degraded. The bank is about I foot 6 inches in 
height, while the ditch is only a slight depression showing the presence 
of deeper soil by the greater greenness of its grass. 1\11 over this 
area th e soil is very thin, and a spell of dry weather has a remarkable 
effect in showing hidden depressions. In general the enclosed area 
is slightly higher than the ground outside, because the circle takes in 
most of the summit of this part of the ridge. Bisection by the road 
has damaged the work so much that it is difficult to be certain about 
the original number of entrances, but one survives very clearly on the 
north side fifty feet wide, and having a well-marked hollow track 
coming up to it from the complex of banks, and enclosures a few yards 
to the north. On the west side only of the entrance the rampart is 
incurved. 

The first stage in the excavation was the clearance of the ditch, 
which proved to be a cleanly cut rock-hewn trench 3 feet 6 inches deep, 
as wide as deep at til e bottom, and 8 feet wide at the top. The inner 
and outer sides both sloped in with equal batter, and there was no 
trace of a counterscarp. The opening was made on a front of 5 feet 
6 inches, later carried 3 feet further to the east by Dr. Herbert Taylor. 

Thc infilling consisted of blackish earth with many stones which 
had probably. slipped down from the small rampart, and little was 
found until a depth of two feet han been rcached . This little was, 
however, important for tbe dating of the site. It consisted of a few 
poor pieces of greyish-blue Romano-British ware, which had clearly 
been dropped when the ditch was nearly filled up. Below the first 
foot a few small sbards of a black gritty pottery began to come out in 
a very friable condition along with a few animal bones. Towards 
the bottom the quantity of black pott.·ry increased, and the blackness 
of the soil became still more noticeable, though none of the pottery 
was of any size, and there was no greater reward than a few fragments 
of rim. 
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InteH'st was first aroused in this work chiefly because only one 
Roman signal station, Old Barrow, near Lynton, has been identified 
on the shores of the Bristol Channel. It has been sugg('sted that 
this earth work might be another example, and it occupies a com
manding position within a short distance of the Channel. 

A trial excavation was therefore undertaken to test this theory 
and no attempt was made at this stage to carry out any extensive 
work. 

The most convenient plan was to run a trench across the work 
in the grass field, roughly following a radius of the circle. 

The diameter of the work is practically 200 feet , and its defences 
are now very much degraded. The bank is about 1 foot 6 inches in 
height, while the ditch is only a slight depression sho\.ving the presence 
of deeper soil by the great('r greenn( ·:;s of its grass. All over this 
area the soil is very thin , and a spell of dry weather has ~ remarkable 
effect in showing hidden depressions. In general the enclosed area 
is slightly higher than the ground outside, because the circle takes in 
most of the summit of this part of the ridge. Bisection by the road 
has damaged the work so much that it is difficult to be certain about 
the original number of entrances, but one survives very clearly on the 
north side fifty feet wide, and having a well-marked hollow track 
coming up to it from the complex of banks, and enclosures a few yards 
to the north . On the west side only of the entrance the rampart is 
incurved. 

The first stage in the excavation was the clearance of the ditch, 
which proved to be a cleanly cut rock-hewn trench 3 feet 6 inches deep, 
as wide as deep at the bottom, and 8 feet wide at the top . The inner 
and outer sides both sloped in with equal batter, and there was no 
trace of a counterscarp. The opening was made on a front of 5 feet 
6 inches, later carried 3 feet furth er to the east by Dr. Herbert Taylor. 

The infilling consisted of blackish earth with many stones which 
had probably. slipped down from the small rampart, and little was 
found until a depth of two feet had been rcached. This little was, 
however, important for the dating of the site. It consisted of a few 
poor pieces of greyish-blue Romano-British ware, which had clearly 
been dropped when the ditch was nearly filled up. Below the first 
foot a few small shards of a black gritty potter~ began to come out in 
a very friable condition along with a few animal bones. Towards 
the bottom the quantity of black potten' increased, and the blackness 
of the soil became still more noticeable , though none of the pottery 
was of any size, 311d there was no greater reward than a few fragments 
of rim. 
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Not a scrap of Romano-British pottery was found below the first 
foot, and although a more extensive opening of the ditch is necessary 
before any positive statement can be made, there seems no reasonable 
doubt tklt this particular site was desolate in Roman times, though 
the ground close by may have been under cultivation. 

Some well-preserved pieces of charcoal, and a number of snail 
shells were also found near the bottom of the ditch. No obvious 
stratification was perceptible in the exposed section of the infilling, 
save a gradual decrease in the blackness of the soil towards the top. 

C::Jrrying the trench inwards through the ram part this was found 
to consist of a loose, scattered pile of small pieces of limestone, 1 foot 
6 inches thick, but underneath the solid rock, which at the inner lip 
of the ditch was near the surface, fell steadily away inwards for a 
distance of 6 feet, and tlll'n dropped rather more sharply to the 
V-shaped bottom of a lesser ditch under the back part of the rampart. 

This ditch was onl\, 2 feet 6 inches deep, and was filled with a 
clean f<'ddish rubble, shuwing no sign of the admixture of ash or other 
rubbish. It had clearly not been open for more than a short time. 

The total width of this ditch from lip to lip was 8 feet 6 inches, 
and it would be rash to assume that it is a constant feature of the 
work all the way round. It fell short of the main ditch in cleanliness 
of execution, but was still sufficiently carefully cut not to look like 
a casual grubbing in the ground. Its purpose is obscure. If by any 
chance it was d('~igned to accommodate a line of J.lu~ts, these cuuld 
scarcely have got much purchas(' on the ground at such a shallow 
depth, and there was no trace of wood ur rough stone sockets in the 
section opened. 

This is not a spot where wood has much chance of survival, but 
the existence of a palisade seems unlikely. 

No finds of any kind werc made betw('('n the main and lesser 
ditches. 

The trench now entered the enclosed space of the camp, and no 
more real eXCl\·;ttion was possi ble, because trw solid rock was covered 
I)v little more than turf. In spite of this shallowness it was immedi
ately behind the inner edge of the rampart that quite a group of finds 
of a new type turned up. Within a few inches of each other a number 
of sandstone hones and rubbers were found along with a small stone 
disc, and shortly after near-I) a quarter of a beehive quern came 
from just under the turf, half way hdm·cn the rampart and the road 
wall. 

The trench was carried right up to this wall, but nother more 
was found. 

FIELD WORK, 1929 

The chances of striking anything in the interior when working 
on this small front were not great, but excavation was not necessary 
to make it tolerably sure that no pits or wall foundations could exist 
in such a place without making their presence abundantly evident 

on the grass. 

This applies to the area still under grass, but there is ample room 
on the area now occupied by the road for the accommodation of 

buildings. 
A more detailed description of the finds follows. 

POTTERY. 

ROMAN WARE. 

Nine pieces of thin greyish-blue pot, and 6 pieces of a thicker 
brownish-red ware. No rim forms were present, and this material, 
which was insignificant in itself only gathers any importance from 
its undoubted Roman date, and its position relative to the black 
ware. Similar pottery can be found in other parts of the field, and 
at a number of other sites on the Failand ridge. 

BLACK WARE. 

I. Two pieces of the rim of a hand-made (?) vessel of black 
burnished ware. The paste is quite good, but contains a fair pro

portion of quartz or calcite grains. 
The 	rim is beaded and slightly everted, below which the side is 

vertical for .8 cm. The lower boundary of this vertical band is an 
incised line, and from this the pot begins to slope outwards. 

This is the only really complete piece of rim recovered, and 
although there is no evidence for believing the pot to have been 
decorated, the lim is very reminiscent of that of a large number of 
the 	 pots with curvilinear decoration from the Glastonbury Lake 
Village. A study of the plates in Volume II of the Glastonbury 

Report 	will bear this out. 

Rim form I (Fig. 9). 

2. 	 A much-weathered fragment of the rim of a pot of black 

ware 	made from a comparatively smooth paste. 

Rim form 2 (Fig. 9). 

3. A piece of rim from a pot of black burnished gritty ware, 

probably hand made. The rim is beaded and everted. There are 
signs that an incised line passed round the interior of the pot, just at 
the base of the lip. This feature also occurs frequently in the Glas
tonbury pottery, and although this is the only rim fragment in which 
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Not a. scrap oJ Romano-British pottery was found below the first 
foot, and although a more extensive opening of the ditch is necessary 
before any positive statement can be made, there seems no reasonable 
doubt that this particular site was desolate in Roman times, though 
the ground close by may have been under cultivation. 

Some well-preserved pieces of charcoal , and a number of snail 
shells were also found near the bottom of the ditch. No obvious 
stratification was perceptible in the exposed section of the infilling, 
save a gradual decrease in the blackness of the soil towards the top. 

Carrying the trench inwards through the rampart this was found 
to consist of a loose, scattered pile of small pieces of limestone, I foot 
6 inches thick , but underneath the solid rock , which at the inner lip 
of the ditch was near the surface, fell steadily away inwards for a 
distance of 6 feet , and then dropped rather more sharply to the 
V -sha}!ed bottom of a lesS('f ditch under the back part of the rampart. 

This ditch was only 2 feet 6 inches deep, and was filled with a 
clean reddish ru bble, showing no sign of the admixture of ash or other 
rubbish. It had clearly not been open for more than a short time. 

The total width of this ditch from lip to lip was 8 feet 6 inches, 
and it would be rash to assume that it is a constant feature of the 
work all the way round. It fell short of the main ditch in cleanliness 
of execution , but was still sufficiently carefully cut not to look like 
a casual grubbing in the ground. Its purpose is obscure. If by any 
chance it was designed to accommodate a line of posts, these could 
scarcely have gUl much purchase on the ground at such a shallow 
depth, and there was no trace of wood or rough stone sockets in the 
section opened. 

This is not a spot where wood has much chance of survival, but 
the ex istence of a palisade seems unlikely. 

No finds of any kind were made betwct'n the main and lesser 
ditches. 

The trench now entered the enclosed space of the camp, and no 
more real excavation was possible, bec;luse the solid rock was covered 
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of sandstone hones and rubbers were found along with a small stone 
disc, and shortly after nearly a quarter of a beehive quern came 
from just under the turf, half way between the rampart and the road 
wall. 

The trench was carried right up to this w;t11 , but nother more 
was found. 
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The chances of striking anything in the interior when working 
on this small front were not great, but excavation was not necessary 
to make it tolerably sure that nO pits or wall foundations could exist 
in such a place without making their presence abundantly evident 

on the grass , 

This applies to the area still under grass, but there is ample roorn 
on the area now occupied by the road for the accommodation of 

builclings. 
A more detailed description of the finds follows. 

POTTERY. 

ROMAN WARE . 

Nine pieces of thin greyish-blue pot, and 6 pieces of a thicker 
brownish-red ware . No rim fornls were present, and this material, 
which was insignificant in itself only gathers any importance from 
its Wldoubted Roman date, and its position relative to the black 
ware, Similar pottery can be fOWld in other parts of the field, and 
at a number of other sites on the Failand ridge. 

BLACK WARE. 

1. Two pieces of the rim of a hand-made (?) vessel of black 
burnished ware. The paste is quite good, but contains a fair pro

portion of quartz or calcite grains. 
The 	rim is beaded and slightly everted, belO\N which the side is 

vertical for .8 cm. The lower boundary of this vertical band is an 
incised line, and from this the pot begins to slope outwards, 

This is the only really complete piece of rim recovered, and 
although there is no evidence for believing the pot to have been 
decorated, the rim is very reminiscent of that of a large number of 
the 	 pots \vith curvilinear decoration from the Glastonbury Lake 
Village, A study of the plates in Volume II of the Glastonbury 

Report 	will bear this out. 

Rim form 1 (Fig. 9). 


2. 	 A much-weathered fragment of the rim of a pot of black 

ware 	made from a comparatively smooth paste. 

Rim form 2 (Fig. 9). 

3. A piece of rim from a pot of black burnished gritty ware, 

probably hand made. The rim is beaded and everted. There are 
signs that an incised line passed round the interior of the pot, just at 
the base of the lip. This feature also occurs frequently in the Glas
tonbury pottery, and although this is the only rim fragment in which 
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the existence of this line can definitely be claimed, there are several 
other very damaged specimens in which its former existence was 
possible before their surfaces rotted. 

Rim form 3 (Fig. 9). 

4. A piece of the rim of a pot of black gritty ware. It is beaded 
and everted, and under the outer edge of the rim are slight traces of 
a rough moulding. 

Rim form 4 (Fig. 9). 

5. A weathered rim fragment from a pot of black ware. The 
rim is evert ed , and has a slightly squarish section with the upper edge 
near!yflat. 


Rim form 5 (Fig. 9). 
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FIG. 9. 

6. 	 A rim fragment from a straight sided pot of black ware, 
wi th a slightly beaded and everted rim. 

Rim form 6 (Fig. 9) 
7. 	 A piece of the flat b :1Sl: of a pot o[ black ware , conta ining 

much grit. This is tIl e only piece of base found. It is quite plain. 
No. 8 (Fig. 9). 

8. Two pieces [rom the bod\' of a pot of b lack gritty ware carrying 
round impressions ma de with the tip of a finger. This is a character
istic ornament of La Tene II pottery. 

BUFF W.\RE. 

I. A rim fragment from a pot of bu rnished dark buff ware. 
The 	rim is beaded and everted. 

Rim form 7 (Fig. 9). 
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2. A plain piece from the body of a thin pot of buff ware . 
Altogether 63 pieces of black pottery and two of buff wen · found . 
This pottery was too fragmentary for any close identification, 

but Rim form I , and the presence of traces of an incised line on the 
inside of the lip suggest that this pottery may have belonged to an 
Iron Age people related t o and contemporaneous with the inhabitants 
of the lake village at Glastonbury. There are no signs of the typical 
Glastonbury curvilinear decoration in the Moat H ouse Farm lll:lterial, 
but the rim forms could be matched many times over at Glastonbury. 

If this tentative association has any truth it may be t hat this 
settlement was overwhelmed by the same muvement which destroyed 
the Glastonbury village. 

DAUB. 

A lump of burnt clay, which was probably daub, was found close 
to the bottom of the main ditch . It bore no marks of sticks, and no 
other pieces were found anywhere in the trench . 

STONE I MPLEMENTS. 

No 	stone objects suggesting human agency were found in the 
infilling of the main ditch, save three of the Ilater-worn quartz pl'i)bles, 
locally known as " dibs. " 

Their presence may be quite accidental , but was probably not 

so. 
They do not occur naturally anywhere in the immediate neigh

bourhood , and Iron Age sites usually seem to contai n a large number 
of round pebbles, possibly for use as sling stones . Great numbcb 
were found at Worlebury, and during the Society' s excavations at 
the Iron Age camp of Bury Hill, Winterbourne, Glos., they were very 
common. The same was the case in the Iron Ag(' pits at the Trundle, 
Goodwood, Sussex, where excavation is being continued by Dr. 
Curwen. 

The infill ing of the inner ditch was quite clc~lr , but immediately 
behind the foot of the rampart a number ()f stone objects were found 
quite close together. 

I. Part of a hone stone rhomboidal in sect ion (3.5 cms. by 3 cms.) 
of reddish fine-grained sandstone, with much used and flattened sides. 
Length 6 cms. 

2. Another piece of hone stone with a n equilateral triangular 
section, 5 cms. each way, one edge of which has been flattened, thus 
reducing the length of two sides to 4 cms. The material is a grey 
close-grained sandstone. It has been broken at both ends, and is 
8 cms. long. 
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the existence of this line can definitely be claimed, there are several 
other very damaged specimens in which its former existence "vas 
possible before their surfaces rotted. 

Rim form 3 (Fig. 9). 

4. A piece of the rim of a pot of black gritty ware. It is beaded 
and ewrted, and under the outer edge of the rim are slight traces of 
a 	rough moulding. 
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5. A weathered rim fragment from a pot of black ware. The 
rim is everted, and has a slightly squarish section with the upper edge 
nearly 	flat. 


Rim form 5 (Fig. 9). 
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6. A rim fragment from a straight sided pot of black ware, 
with 	a slightly beaded and everted rim. 


Rim form 6 (Fig. 9). 


7. A pieC'! ' of the flat base of a pot of black ware, containing 
much grit. This is the only piece of base found. It is quite plain. 
No. 8 (I'ig. 9). 

8. Two pieces from the body of a pot of black gritty ware carrying 
round impressions maLic wi th the tip of a finger. This is a character
istic ornament of La Tene II pottery, 

BUFF \-"" ARE. , 

I. il.. rim fragment from a pot of burnished dark buff ware. 
The 	rim is beaded and everted. 

Rim form 7 (Fig. 9). 
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2. A plain piece from the body of a thin pot of buff ware. 
Altogether 63 pieces of black pottery and two of buH were found . 
This pottery was too fragmentary for any close identification, 

but Rim form I , and the presence of traces of an incised line on the 
inside of the lip suggest that this pottery may have belonged to an 
Iron Age people related to and contemporaneous with the illl!:l.bitants 
of the lake village at Glastonbury. There are no signs of the typical 
Glastonbury curvilinear decoration in the :vl();lt H ouse Farm material, 
but the rim forms co uld be matched many times over at Glastonbury. 

If this tentative association has any truth it may be that thi~ 
settlement was overwhelmed by the same movement which destroyed 
the Glastonbury village. ' 

DAUB. 

A lump of burnt clay, which was probably daub , was found close 
to the bottom of the main ditch. It bore no marks of sticks, and no 
other pieces were found anywhere in the trench. 

STONE IMPLE'lIDITS. 

No stone objects suggesting human agency were found in the 
infilling of the main ditch, save three of the water-worn quartz pchbles, 
locally known as " dibs ." 

Their presence may be quite accidental , but \.\a~ probably not 

so. 
They do not occur naturally anywhere in the immediate neigh 

bourhood, and Iron Age sites usually seem to contain a larg(' number 
of round pebbles, possibly for use as sling stones. Great numbers 
were found at Worlebury, and during the Society's excavations at 
the Iron Age camp of Bury Hill, vVinterbourne, Glos., they were very 
common. The same was the case in the Iron Age pits at the Trundle, 
Goodwood, Sussex, where excavation is being continued by Dr. 
Curwen. 

The infilling of the inner ditch was quite clear , but immediately 
behind the fo ot of the rampart a number of stone obj ects were found 
qui te close together. 

I. Part of a hone stone rhomboidal in section (3.5 cms. by 3 ems.) 
of reddish fine-grained sandstone, with much used and flattened sides. 
Length 6 ems. 

2. Another piece of hone stone with an eq uilateral triangllia r 
section, 5 ems. each way, one edge of which has been flattened, thus 
reducing the length of two sides to 4 ems, The material is a grey 
close-grained sandstone. It has been broken at both ends, and is 
8 ems. long. 
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3. A segment of a round bun-shaped sandstone muller, with 
flat base and sloping sides showing much wear caused by pounding. 

4. A comer of a flat square cornered hone stone with rounded 
edges. This piece is cracked and blackened by fire. 

5. An irregularly shaped flat hone of fine sandstone with 
rounded edges. 

6. A rough disc of stone 1 cm. thick and 3.5 cms. in diameter, 
which seems to have been cut as a section from some cylindrical 
fossil. The marks of the cutting are still discernible, and the edges 
are rounded, but not by rubbing. The disc has not been perforated, 
and so was not a spindle whorl, and it is too small for a pot cover. 

7. Nearly a quarter of a beehive quem made from a hard reddish 
sandstone. The base is slightly concave, and the hole shows an 
hour-glass section. The exterior is very rough, but the base and 
the interior of the hole show considerable signs of wear. 

8. Two worked flints occurred, one a poor specimen of a thumb 
scraper in greyish flint, disc-shaped with a strong ridge down the 
diameter, and retouched on both sides; the other a small flake of 
bluish cherty flint, which has been roughly pointed. 

Both carne from the interior of the can1p. 

ANIMAL REMAINS. 

The bones taken from the infilling of the ditch were fairly numerous 
and all were broken up as the result of the animals having been used 
for food. Sheep were strongly represented, and in a lesser degree, 
ox and pig also. A complete ox hom core was recovered, showing 
that the animal belonged to the shorthorn type, and there were also 
several fragmentary pig tusks. 

CHARCOAL. 

A few pieces of charcoal were found in the deposit at the bottom 
of the ditch. These were submitted to Dr. Skene of Bristol University, 
who kindly identified them all as being hawthorn. 
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Report on the Non-Marine Mollusca. 

By A. S. KENNARD, A.L.S. AND B. B. WOODWARD, F .L.S. 

Eight species of mullosca were obtained from the infilling of the 
ditch, viz. :-

Goniodiscus rotundatus (Mull.) 
Helicella ceUaria (Mull.) 
Trochulus striolat~ts (Pfaff.) 
Chilotrema lapicida (Lirm.) 
Arianta arbustorum (Linn.) 
Cepcea nemoralis (Linn.) 
Cepcea hortensis (Mull.) 
Marpessa laminata (Mont.) 

This faunule indicates a strong growth of herbage without human 
interference, and there can be no doubt that the site had been aban
doned when these snails lived there. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

This excavation has been very partial in char'acter, but it has at 
least had the merit of demonstrating that many of the ancient remains 
to be found scattered very freely along the ridges to the west of 
Bristol will probably repay investigation. This work, the precise 
character of which has not been shown, is at least definitely pre
Roman, and since it is associated with a complex of other remains 
which seem to be contemporary, there may be an opportunity here of 
working out the arrangements of an agricultural site of the period 
just before the Roman Conquest, or, further, of throwing some light 
upon the changes wrought here by that conquest. No doubt the local 
agricultural life was practically unaffected, but this piece of work will 
not have failed of its object if it has at least served to show that these 
numerous traces of occupancy on the Failand Ridge are not medi<£val, 
nor Roman, but something older. 
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3. A segment of a round bun-shaped sandstone muller, with 
flat base and sloping sides showing much wear caused by pounding. 

4. A comer of a flat square cornered hone stone with rounded 
edges. This piece is cracked and blackened by fire. 

5. An irregularly shaped flat hone of fine sandstone with 
rounded edges. 

6. A rough disc of stone I cm. thick and 3.5 cms. in diameter, 
which seems to have been cut as a section from some cylindrical 
fossil . The marks of the cutting are still discernible, and the edges 
are rounded, but not by rubbing. The disc has not been perforated, 
and so was not a spindle whorl, and it is too small for a pot cover. 

7. Nearly a quarter of a beehive quem made from a hard reddish 
sandstone. The base is slightly concave, and the hole shows an 
hom-glass section. The exterior is very rough, but the base and 
the interior of the hole show considerable signs of wear. 

8. Two worked flints occurred, one a poor specimen of a thumb 
scraper in greyish flint, disc-shaped with a strong ridge down the 
diameter, and retouched on both sides; the other a small flake of 
bluish cherty flint, which has been roughly pointed. 

Both came from the interior of the camp. 

ANIMAL REMAINS. 

The bones taken from the infilling of the ditch were fairly numerous 
and all were broken up as the result of the animals having been used 
for food. Sheep were strongly represented, and in a lesser degree, 
ox and pig also. A complete ox horn core was recovered, showing 
that the animal belonged to the shorthorn type, and there were also 
several fragmentary pig tusks. 

CHARCOAL. 

A few pieces of charcoal were found in the deposit at the bottom 
of the ditch. These were submitted to Dr. Skene of Bristol University, 
who kindly identifIed them all as being hawthorn. 
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Eight species of mullosca were obtained from the infilling of the 

ditch, viz. :-
Goniodiscus rotundat~ts (Mull.) 
H elicella cellaria (Mull.) 
Trochu,lHS striolatHs (Pfaff,) 
Chilotrem.a lapicida (Linn.) 
Arianta arbustormn (Linn.) 
Cepl2a nemoralis (Linn .) 
Cepl2a hortensis (Mull .) 
lvlarpessa laminata (Mont.) 

This faunule indicates a strong growth of herbage without human 
interference, and there can be no doubt that the site had been aban
doned when these snails lived there. 

CONCL USIONS. 

This excavation has been very partial in character, but it has at 
least had the merit of demonstrating that many of the ancient remains 
to be found scattered very freely along the ridges to the west of 
Bristol will probably repay investigation . This work, the precise 
character of which has not been shown, is at least definitely pre
Roman, and since it is associated with a complex of other remains 
which seem to be contemporary, there may be an opportunity here of 
working out the arrangements of an agricultural site of the period 
just before the Roman Conquest, or, further, of throwing some light 
upon the changes wrought here by that conquest. No doubt the local 
agricultural life was practically unaffected, but this piece of work will 
not have failed of its object if it has at least served to show that these 
numerous traces of occupancy on the Failand Ridge are not medi<eval, 
nor Roman, but something older. 




